
SILENT Bell Work           2/3/2020

1. Why do you think 

Napoleon was able to 

take over France so 

easily?

2.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxQWLbdGLfE


Schedule
● Objective: I can describe the influence of 

Napoleon on the French Revolution

● Notes

● DBQ





● People turn against 
Robespierre’s Reign of 
Terror

● The Directory 
becomes the new 
government

● People lose confidence 
in government



● Military genius
● Stages a coup d'état 

in 1799
● Names himself First 

Consul
● A plebiscite (vote by 

the people) approved 
his role



1. Invades & attempt 
to colonize Egypt



2. Conquers 
Austria, 
Prussia, 
Portugal, & 
Spain



3. Attempts to unify Europe under French 
rule

4. Uses the Continental System to weaken 
England in war



Bellwork 2/4/2020 

What are some problems Napoleon's 

rule had at both home and away? 

Make sure to give an example. 



1. Napoleonic Code 
– simplifies laws 
for France

2. Eliminates the 
Estate System

3. Allows freedom 
of religion



4.  Crowns himself 
emperor of 
France in 1804





a. France 
dominated 
Continental 
Europe

b. Napoleon 
installed his 
own rulers of 
conquered 
nations

Napoleon’s Legacy



Europe 
Redrew map of Europe
● He annexed (added) 

areas to France
Controlled a lot of Europe 
through force
● Put friends & relatives on 

thrones of Europe
● Forced alliances





Nationalism
a. Napoleon’s 

defeat awoke 
new feelings of 
national pride

b. Nationalism – 
favoring your 
country’s 
interests



Impact of Nationalism 
● Many Europeans saw Napoleon and 

his armies as foreign oppressors
● Napoleon replaced king of Spain 

with his brother, but many 
Spaniards remained loyal to the 
former king. 

● Spanish conducted guerrilla warfare 
against the French



c.  A Germanic Confederation of 30+ states was 
created under Austrian rule



Tyrant 
or 

Hero?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cLhvS5cMTo


Was the French Revolution 
Successful?



Was the French Revolution successful? You 
will construct an argument that addresses 

the compelling question, using specific 
claims and relevant evidence from 

historical sources while acknowledging 
competing views.



Are Revolutions 
relevant in today's 

world?



Photographs 
of the 
Egyptian 
Revolution, 
2011–2013



Sources for the French Revolution

● Work through the sources, one at a time, and 

answer the questions.

● You need to decide if the sources show”

○ A cause of the revolution

○ An effect of the revolution

○ How the revolution did or did not resolve the 

problems that caused it

● We will be spending time over the next few days 

working on this


